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            Abstract
Functional profiles of microbial communities are typically generated using comprehensive metagenomic or metatranscriptomic sequence read searches, which are time-consuming, prone to spurious mapping, and often limited to community-level quantification. We developed HUMAnN2, a tiered search strategy that enables fast, accurate, and species-resolved functional profiling of host-associated and environmental communities. HUMAnN2 identifies a communityâ€™s known species, aligns reads to their pangenomes, performs translated search on unclassified reads, and finally quantifies gene families and pathways. Relative to pure translated search, HUMAnN2 is faster and produces more accurate gene family profiles. We applied HUMAnN2 to study clinal variation in marine metabolism, ecological contribution patterns among human microbiome pathways, variation in speciesâ€™ genomic versus transcriptional contributions, and strain profiling. Further, we introduce â€˜contributional diversityâ€™ to explain patterns of ecological assembly across different microbial community types.
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                    Fig. 1: HUMAnN2 functionally profiles microbial communities with high accuracy using tiered search.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Contributional diversity of core human microbiome pathways.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Thermocline-associated microbial enzymes in the marine pelagic zone.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Metatranscriptomic functional profiling and multiâ€™omic data integration with HUMAnN2.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The Human Microbiome Project (HMP) metagenomes analyzed in this work are available via http://hmpdacc.org. The IBDMDB metagenomes and metatranscriptomes analyzed in this work are available via http://ibdmdb.org. The Red Sea metagenomes analyzed in this work were previously deposited as NCBI BioProject PRJNA289734. The synthetic metagenomes and metatranscriptomes used in the evaluation of HUMAnN2 and other methods are available from the authors and at http://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/humann2.
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Expanded overview of the HUMAnN2 method.
(a) HUMAnN2 implements a tiered metaâ€™omic search that aims to explain the origin of microbial community DNA or RNA reads based on the pangenomes of detected microbes before falling back to more computationally expensive translated search. (b) The tiered search produces alignments of reads to coding sequences of known or ambiguous taxonomy. These alignments are processed in a species-specific manner to calculate gene family abundance and reconstruct community metabolic pathways. (c) HUMAnN2 thus provides, for each community meta'ome: per-gene abundances, pathway presence/absence calls and abundances, and downstream visualization and statistical tests


Supplementary Figure 2 Reference hold-out analysis of a complex synthetic metagenome.
We constructed and analyzed with HUMAnN2 a 100-member mock-even synthetic metagenome containing only non-human associated species (~2â€‰Ã—â€‰coverage per species). (a) Variation in the number of reads sampled per gene (compared with a genomeâ€™s average fold-coverage) makes a non-trivial contribution to the error in per-species gene abundance estimation in HUMAnN2 (roughly 0.1 Bray-Curtis dissimilarity units). (b) Accuracy of community-level gene family abundance estimation decreases linearly with the number of community species missed by HUMAnN2â€²s taxonomic prescreen (simulated here by excluding sets of species from the underlying pangenome reference collection). (c) HUMAnN2â€²s overall runtime increases linearly as more species are excluded from the taxonomic prescreen (which results in more work being done during translated search). Runtimes reflect execution using 8 CPU cores


Supplementary Figure 3 HUMAnN2 tiered search performance on human metagenomes.
We applied HUMAnN2â€²s tiered search to profile 397 first-visit HMP metagenomes on Harvard Universityâ€™s Odyssey Research Computing Cluster (8â€‰CPU cores per job). Sample counts per body site were as follows: 54 for anterior nares, 65 for buccal mucosa, 68 for supragingival plaque, 73 for tongue dorsum, 76 for stool, and 34 for posterior fornix. (a) At most body sites, ~â€‰60% of reads were explained by detected pangenomes, with (b) an additional ~â€‰20% explained by downstream translated search (~80% total). Pangenome search performance (c) consistently exceeded translated search performance (d) by 1â€“2 orders of magnitude. From smallest to largest, box plot elements in panels aâ€“d represent the lower inner fence, first quartile, median, third quartile, and upper inner fence. Horizontal red lines indicate the median value over all samples. (e) Total runtime is largely dictated by the number of reads passed to translated search, and (for HMP samples withâ€‰<â€‰100 million reads) was approximately linear in the number of input reads (~1â€‰h/5 million input reads). (f) Peak memory use was sublinear in the number of input reads and very predictable. The cluster of outliers in f results from large samples that were requeued during their runs: these samples resumed later in the HUMAnN2 workflow and hence display smaller peak memory use


Supplementary Figure 4 HUMAnN2 compared with other methods (details).
We profiled a 10-million-read synthetic gut metagenome using HUMAnN2 (tiered and pure translated search modes), HUMAnN1, COGNIZER, MEGAN, and ShotMAP to produce profiles of COG abundance. Here, expected (gold standard) and observed COG abundances are compared in units of copies per million (CPMs; that is., raw abundance normalized by gene length and number of mapped reads). HUMAnN2â€²s tiered search was considerably more accurate than the other methods based on pure translated search. HUMAnN2â€²s pure translated search showed better agreement than other translated search methods, with its largest source of error being underreporting of low-abundance COGs (false negatives). This behavior is expected from the translated search coverage filters used in HUMAnN2, which we use to limit false positive detection events (that is., COGs with zero expected abundance and non-zero observed abundance). Ticks in the x- and y-axis margins represent zero values; x-axis ticks are false negatives and y-axis ticks are false positives


Supplementary Figure 5 Protein coverage thresholds in translated search.
If two largely unrelated proteins share local sequence homology, reads drawn from the homologous region will map to both proteins, potentially resulting in false positive detection events. To limit such events, we require a threshold fraction of sites in a protein to recruit reads during translated search before considering the protein â€˜detectedâ€™. We evaluated potential thresholds by analyzing the results of pure translated search of synthetic metagenomes versus the UniRef90 database. Trade-offs between sensitivity and precision are shown for the 100-member, even, non-human-associated metagenome in a, and the 20-member, staggered, human-gut-associated metagenome in b. When all community genomes are well covered, a 50% coverage threshold (HUMAnN2â€²s default) yields a marked increase in precision with only minor loss of sensitivity (a). Loss of sensitivity is higher at this threshold when rare (low-coverage) genomes are included, as genes in low-coverage genomes often fail to meet the coverage threshold due to insufficient read sampling (b). These evaluations do not reflect any additional post-processing of translated search results (for example. weighting by alignment quality), which provide additional accuracy improvements


Supplementary Figure 6 HUMAnN2 compared with other methods: synthetic metatranscriptome evaluation.
We profiled a 10-million-read synthetic gut metatranscriptome using HUMAnN2 (tiered and pure translated search modes), HUMAnN1, COGNIZER, MEGAN, and ShotMAP to produce profiles of community-level COG transcript abundance. Twenty speciesâ€™ genomic abundance values were geometrically staggered (as in the gut metagenome evaluation), while genes (transcripts) were sampled within-species following a log-normal distribution [ln N(0, 1)]. (a) Measures of methodsâ€™ accuracy and performance in this evaluation. All methods were allowed to use 8 CPU cores and up to 30 GB of memory. This panel is analogous to Fig.Â 1e (which focuses on metagenomic COG abundance in the same synthetic community). (b) Observed versus expected COG transcript abundance across the six methods. This panel is analogous to Supplementary Fig.Â 4. CPM refers to â€œcopies per million.â€� Ticks in the x- and y-axis margins represent zero values; x-axis ticks are false negatives and y-axis ticks are false positives


Supplementary Figure 7 HUMAnN2 compared with other methods: novel isolates of known species, UniRef90-based COG gold standard.
We profiled a 10-million-read synthetic metagenome using HUMAnN2 (tiered and pure translated search modes), HUMAnN1, COGNIZER, MEGAN, and ShotMAP to produce profiles of community-level COG abundance. Twenty recent, new isolates of known species (that is., species present in HUMAnN2â€²s pangenome database) were sampled at staggered relative abundance. (a) Measures of methodsâ€™ accuracy and performance in this evaluation. All methods were allowed to use 8â€‰CPU cores and up to 30â€‰GB of memory. This panel and analysis are analogous to those in Fig.Â 1e. (b) Observed versus expected COG transcript abundance across the six methods. This panel is analogous to Supplementary Fig.Â 4. CPM refers to â€œcopies per million.â€� Ticks in the x- and y-axis margins represent zero values; x-axis ticks are false negatives and y-axis ticks are false positives


Supplementary Figure 8 HUMAnN2 compared with other methods: novel isolates of known species, UniRef50-based COG gold standard.
This figure mirrors Supplementary Fig.Â 6, except that COG annotations are defined based on co-clustering with UniRef50 families (rather than UniRef90). Similarly, HUMAnN2 was run in UniRef50 mode. These changes tend to favor sensitivity over specificity during both isolate genome annotation and profiling. (a) Accuracy and performance of the six functional profiling methods. (b) Observed versus expected COG abundance


Supplementary Figure 9 HUMAnN2 compared with other methods: isolates of novel species, UniRef90-based COG gold standard.
We profiled a 10-million-read synthetic metagenome using HUMAnN2 (tiered and pure translated search modes), HUMAnN1, COGNIZER, MEGAN, and ShotMAP to produce profiles of community-level COG abundance. Twenty recent, new isolates of novel species (that is., species not present in HUMAnN2â€²s pangenome database) were sampled at staggered relative abundance. Note that, in this context, HUMAnN2â€²s tiered search relies entirely on the translated search phase to explain sample reads. (a) Measures of methodsâ€™ accuracy and performance in this evaluation. All methods were allowed to use 8â€‰CPU cores and up to 30â€‰GB of memory. This panel and analysis are analogous to those in Fig.Â 1e. (b) Observed versus expected COG transcript abundance across the six methods. This panel is analogous to Supplementary Fig.Â 4. CPM refers to â€œcopies per million.â€� Ticks in the x- and y-axis margins represent zero values; x-axis ticks are false negatives and y-axis ticks are false positives. Vertical striping of â€œexpected COG abundanceâ€� results from single-copy COGs that were only assigned to one genome (and hence all have the same expected coverage)


Supplementary Figure 10 HUMAnN2 compared with other methods: isolates of novel species, UniRef50-based COG gold standard.
This figure mirrors Supplementary Fig.Â 8, except that COG annotations are defined based on co-clustering with UniRef50 families (rather than UniRef90). Similarly, HUMAnN2 was run in UniRef50 mode. These changes tend to favor sensitivity over specificity during both isolate genome annotation and profiling. (a) Accuracy and performance of the six functional profiling methods. (b) Observed versus expected COG abundance


Supplementary Figure 11 Contributional diversity at additional oral sites.
This figure follows the format of Fig.Â 2 from the main text and includes data for two additional oral body sites: buccal mucosa and supragingival plaque. Stars indicate background species-level community diversity


Supplementary Figure 12 Additional examples of core human microbiome pathways with low within-subject and low between-subject contributional diversity.
Bar heights represent the total relative abundance of the pathway and are log-scaled. Contributions of individual species/other/unclassified are linearly scaled within the total bar height


Supplementary Figure 13 Non-vaginal examples of human microbiome pathways with simple but varied contributional diversity.
Bar heights represent the total relative abundance of the pathway and are log-scaled. Contributions of individual species/other/unclassified are linearly scaled within the total bar height


Supplementary Figure 14 Examples of subspecies-level functional variation (gene level).
(a) Strains of Lactobacillus jensenii were well represented in 21â€‰HMP posterior fornix samples. At least two subspecies-level clades appear to be present, defined by the presence of gene block a1 or a2 (highlighted). (b) Strains of Eubacterium eligens were well represented in 51â€‰HMP stool samples. At least three subspecies-level clades appear to be present, defined by the presence/absence of gene blocks b1, b2, and b3 (highlighted)


Supplementary Figure 15 Example of potential niche-adapted subspecies of Haemophilus haemolyticus.
Metagenomic â€˜strainsâ€™ (UniRef90 gene family presence/absence profiles) of this species differ across the three oral sites where it was detected. Right-side plots illustrate the coreness, variability, and site-specific enrichment of individual genes. Variability peaks at 1.0 for genes detected in exactly 50% of samples. Site-specific enrichment peaks at 1.0 when the gene is 100% prevalent in a focal site and 0% prevalent in all other sites (with â€“1 corresponding to the exact opposite scenario)
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